




seeing production lines chugging along
watching air machines at work and
countless rubber gloves being formed
out of vats of latex It s sweltering but
the staff pristine in tneir uniforms and
hair nets took happy and buzzing
Visitors would also be amused to see

ittle signs everywhere reading Think
safety work safely while the rest touch
on regular do s and don ts The factory

FT in IVlQrU a town in Selangor s Klang district Dotted with factories is also the most spotless I ve ever seen
and industrial complexes that vary in size from the petite to the sprawling no other and somehow there is a distinct
company has brought the township such prominence as Top Glove Corporation almost palpable sense of orderliness
In fact a quick Internet search for Meru yields Wikipedia popping up with the and discipline in the air Certainly Tan
sentence Mcru is home to Top Glove which is the nation s largest producer of latex Sri Dr Lim has a reputation for running
gloves Which by the way is not entirely accurate Top Glove Corporation is in a tight ship but it clearly works in the
fact the largest rubber glove manufacturer in the world having overtaken barrier company s favour not to mention
protective solutions leader Ansell in 2003 underlining their credo Top Glove

What makes the Top Glove story all the more fairytale is the fact that its Top Quality Top Efficient
Once upon a time beginning was merely as a husband and wife business start After our tour we are guided to
up Its founders Tan Sri Dr Lim Wee Chai and his wife Puan Sri Tong Siew Bee the visitor s lounge area where a giant
decided to set up the company based on gut intuition that the demand for gloves world map dominates an entire wall
would rise and rise significantly due to increasing global health problems and Emblazoned across it are the words
awareness as well as the AIDS

scourge Demand for gloves circa

s9 OURTARCETISTOHAVE
that time couldn t meet market
requirements Pncesforgoves 35 PERCENTOFTHEWORLD S
were also high at about USD80 per
thousand pieces After researching AT ADT T7T1 CT IAPT7TVHl and studying the market Tan Sn Dr IVJLATUVLj 1 kjJ lrUAjLL D 1 ZlUlZl
Lim felt encouraged enough in
the potential and growth ability of
rubber gloves as a product to make his funds saved by him and his wife during The World is Our Market Clearly
foray into the industry The set up of the course of their respective careers Tan Sri Dr Lim is a man of ambition and
Top Glove was funded primarily using That was 18 years ago Today Top determination We ve had outstanding
Glove Corporation isa Bursa Malaysia growth for the past 15 years he says

listed powerhouse with a market smiling But our target is to have 35
capitalisation of RM1 45 billion as at per cent of the world s market share
31 March 2009 at RM4 80 share and by2012
a PBT for the financial year ended 31 Trim slightly tanned and with an
August 2008 of RM 134 6 million not to easy smile Tan Sri Dr Lim wa s born in
mention Tan Sri Dr Lim being ranked on 1958 and grew up in the small town of
Forbes 2008 rich list with an estimated Titi Negn Sembilan Displaying great
net worth ofUSD200 million drive even at a young age Tan Sri Dr

Lim as a child would spend all his
I Tll Ct OI fV II free time helping out his family in their

We ve just finished a tour of the business of rubber trading and rubber
factory It s really quite fascinating plantations whenever he could My



family has been in this line for almost a century
he says By helping out I learnL so many things
Lhat I still use and apply in my daily work
now Citing the experience garnered in his
youth he says it has helped cultivate a feel
for the industry and really taught me the
mportance of hard work

Being efficient and productive were
the two main tenets he picked up and
which he has since applied thoroughly
in the Top Glove group These two
principles determine the bottom
line of any successful manufacturing
company he points out And as with
any business there will definitely
be challenges to overcome
Challenges are something we
should consider as a stepping
stone to further progress he
notes Honing your ability and
skill to come up with solutions
will equip you better to
face future hurdles not to

mention strengthening
your organisation in the
first place On the initial
shortcomings that came
his way during Top
Glove s early days Tan
Sri Dr Urn handled

them all with his

legendary fix it
skill The fact that

our mere three

hand produclion
line could grow
and expand into the
current one of 339 lines

speaks volumes about
hard work achieving the
impossible he smiles

As to the pressure he
feels heading the world s largest
rubber glove company Tan Sri
Dr Lim muses It is indeed a heavy
responsibility as I have to ensure we
continuously add value to Top Glove s
shareholders that they get the best and
maximum returns for their investment

Being the world s largest anything is difficult





but maintaining one s position is even latex suppliers at the time and after from Irish International University
more so he chuckles But we are seeing how disciplined and systematic London I truly believe talent is the
prepa ed Lo accept this challenge and Top Glove was really wanted to best investment a company can make
we are still doing our
vei y best to continue
growing as well asroving In ONE SNAMEPLAYSANIMPORTANTROLE

AS ITDEFINESWHOYOUAREANDWHAT IS
with 8 6oc employees EXPECTEDOFYOU HENCETHEREASONWE
Icrc factories CHOSE THENAMETOPGLOVE9
n Malaysia Thailand
and China as well as a

marketing office based in California be part of the company Ong duly it s the greatest thing you can do for
it comes as no surprise either that subm ttcd his resume for a sales your business he says beaming
Top Glove maintains a very strong manager s position to Tan Sri Dr Lim Not that it s all about brains either
work culture There s even a catchy detailing under his interests how he Meticulous and extremely disciplined
corporate ditty designed to boost was once part of a band during his Tan Sri Dr Lim extends this approach
employee morale and get the quality university days That detail certainly to his working life and even by touring
message across to staff cidn t escape the Top Glove head s the Top Glove factories and office

gimlet eye I saw Danny s CV stating one can also detect a palpable sense of
Ail over Lhe wend we are known how he could sing as well as compose discipline in the air When a company
For our superior quality gloves recalls Tan Sr Dr Lim So I called him is big you need clear direction firmness
Trrougn the years we have grown in and said Compose a corporate and focus he points out The idea of
We have shewn song I like and the job is yours With corporate culture is to get everyone
Our gioves stand out superior the song now translated nto Malay working together and well
in the worU Mandarin and Thai with further plans
Top Glove is the best better to have Bengali and Nepali versions W ltRH II l ill E
than the rest for its considerable wor force from I feel very happy that the company
Quality Reliability andConsistency Bangladesh and Nepal needless to say continues to do as well as it has
Remain ourpoiicy Ong aced it Who wouldve thought continues fan Sri Dr Lim Certainly I
At Top Glove s Group singing a song could land you a job he push everyone hard to perform and to
oj Companies says laughing deliver good results but I also believe

Tan Sri Dr Lim adcs Things in the power of positive thinking I
Business is always an up and cown arc going to get more and more wouldn t say I m a positive person I m

thing explains Tan Sri Dr Lim We competitive making corporate life the a very positive person he bursts
cannot control the external factors so survival of the fittest To do so you out laughing We aren t in the best
I always pay attention to the nternal really need a good corporate cu ture o times right now but I find having
Good leadership helps for sure but in place Then get in the best talent a positive outlook helps If negativity
I believe in the power of people and and t ain them up weil True to his attacks me I easily overcome it But I
I want every one of Top Glove s staff thinking Top Glove recently employed find to do so one must first be healthy
to have a clear direction for success over 10 Firs C ass Honours graduates mentally and physically If the mind
hence the corporate song The Top and several more with Second Uppers is healhy tne body follows which is
Glove song was in fact composed and CGPAs of over three Tan Sri Dr imperative in good decision making
by then Vice President of Sales Lim is no slouch himse f holding a BSc Tan Sri Dr Lim who used to
Marketing Danny Ong Hons in Physics from Universiti Malaya represent his university playing

The story of the song s creation an MBA from Sul Ross State Un versity basketball is a total believer in living a
is actually rather unique Says Ong I Texas with a GPA of 3 8 4 0 as weil healthy lifestyle A keen sportsman still
was working for one of Top Glove s as a Doctor of Business Acrrnistration he regularly indulges in lov nsk sport



like twice weekly games of badminton at a ski resort I love Colorado and Canada although we sometimes go to Europe
and golf as well as regular swimming We d rent a big house to fit all 16 of us it s a gathering of three whole lamiilies
and exercise no less than four and we ve been doing this for the past seven years now It s become a family
times weekly Running Top Glove tradition really
obviously doesn t come without its
fair share of stress he says as we III HIUSt II Hi
have so many factories to oversee A proud father to a son and daughter Tan Sri Dr Urn is nevertheless very open
and customers aplenty to please but I about Top Glove s succession planning stating honestly and frankly that the best
think knowing that the stress levels are person will run the show I also treat each and every one of my staff like my own
there actually keeps me fit and healthy children and Top Glove has a very open policy in place where everyone enjoys
as I prepare and condition my body to equal opportunities I want Lhe team to understand that If you do well the
face it Looking at the chirpy 51 year opportunities and rewards are there
old it s easy to believe he hasn t taken Clearly Tan Sri Dr Lim embodies the good qualities of his name very strongly
a single day of medical leave in the In Chinese Wee means great wnile Chai is talent I believe one s name plays an
past 15 years despite working six and important role indeed as it defines who you are and the expectations of you he
a half day weeks Well it also helps says with a smile
I don t consider what I do work he And I believe tne right name is particularly important for companies Hence
continues Top Glove has become my choice of Top Glove as it captures our spirit and what we are about exactly
my passion my hobby what I truly First impressions matter a great deal and likewise I believe a good name equals a
love Ong also adds Tan Sri having good start Whoever sa d you can t predict the end from the beginning IS
achieved so much really doesn t need
to work quite as hard as he does
but he loves his j ob and the company
so much it shows And honestly his
passion for work really does rub off on
all of us

His Tropicana residence apart
from providing easy access to the
highway Lo get to work makes it easy
for the indefatigable Tan Sri to indulge
in a variety of sport and he cites golf as
ideal for socialising be it with friends
or associates And given Tan Sri Dr
Lim s practical nature it s not surprising
when he chimes in with every day of
not performing well cos Is the company
money I can t underscore enough the
importance of keeping oneself in tip
top condition Ultimately the onus s
on us to stay healthy and to manage
our own stress levels

Ever keen to keep himself in prime
condition and injury free high risk
sports like scuba diving and horseback
riding are off limits for Tan Sri Dr Lim
although he does concede to a great
love of skiing which he enjoys annually
as part of a big Lim family get together

We try to have an annual getaway
usually over Christmas and New Year




